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:Vocabulary, 
Topics,
Declarations:

:Procurator- Common-Law: DOI-1776-A.D.- Notice

Please corroborate to learn these words, meanings and definitions, so to 
better-enable the benefit to you of the following:

1 i -man -Ohioan-
sovereign-
Executor claim:  

i- man- Ohioan-sovereign-Executor: DOI-1776-A.D., :son of the Most-
High-God through the Messiah-Yushuah ~:covenantor of the DOI-1776-
A.D., et al.~am with the peculiar-exclusive-absolute-claim of all Almighty-
God-given-rights: DOI-1776-A.D., of -:Spirit, Soul, and Body with no-thing 
standing between the :Almighty-God and :i- man- sovereign, -:Executor: 
DOI-1776-A.D., et seq., :Executor- Procurator: PE-2016-A.D. -EBA-1933-
A.D. -2003-A.D.- covenant by the law of the PE-2016-A.D.- DOI-1776-
A.D.- covenant.

:all-Trust-property-managed-heretofore must-now-be- account-rendered 
with -:no- delay to this man- Ohioan-sovereign: DOI-1776-A.D. by the law 
of the :PE-2016-A.D.- DOI-1776-A.D., et seq. -:EBA-1933-A.D.- covenant.

2 Account A statement of the receipts and payments of an executor, administrator, or 
other man-trustee-obligor-performance in the accordance with the contract
of the any-trust-property-confided to that man-Trustee-Office.

3 Accountability 
~Account-
able -ity ~of 
the :Executor: 
DOI-1776-A.D. 

The -:Trustee authority and responsibility with the Who, why, what, 
where, when, who-by, who-to - inquiry is with the assurance and 
ensurance of the DOI-1776-A.D.- authorization-given for the man-Trustee-
office-performance in the conformity with the covenant: DOI-1776-A.D. by 
the PE-2016-A.D.- covenant 

The -Executor- Sovereign: DOI-1776-A.D. authority and responsibility is 
with the Who, why, what, where, when, who-by, who-to for the 
assurance and ensurance of the authorization-given-authority for the man-
office-performance in the conformity with the covenant: DOI-1776-A.D., et 
al. -:Concession-1213-A.D.; et seq. -:AOC-1777-A.D., :TheCftUSofA-1787-
A.D. -et seq. by the PE-2016-A.D.- covenant.

4 Asking: Ask-king 
~as -:man-king~

1) The -:Peculiar-Exclusive-Absolute-Owner-Sovereign of the DOI-1776-
A.D., et al. -:Concession-1213-A.D., et seq. -AOC-1777-A.D., 
TheCftUSofA-1787-A.D. -et seq. by the law of the PE-2016-A.D.- DOI-
1776-A.D.-covenant.
2) The -:Trustees ~elected or otherwise-procured~,of the Trust are with the
obligor- accountability of the service to the Trust-authorization-derived-
authority by the State-Country-man-Sovereigns: DOI-1776-A.D.

:Man means: the -soul-journer-spirit- made in the image and likeness of 
the Almighty-God with the spirit, soul and body- triune -corporation by the 
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Almighty-God-Creator, :Covenantor: DOI-1776-A.D., et al., et seq.1

:king means: male- State-County-man- sovereign,
:queen means: female- State-County-man- sovereign.

5 Authentication An attestation made by a proper officer, by which he certifies that a record 
is in due form of law, and that the person who certifies it is the officer 
appointed by law to do so.

2. The Constitution of the U. S., art. 4, s. 1, declares, "Full faith and credit 
shall be given in each state to the public acts, records and judicial 
proceedings of every other state. And congress may by general laws
prescribe the manner in which such acts, records and proceedings shall 
be proved, and the effect thereof." The object of the authentication is to 
supply all other proof of the record. The laws of the United States have 
provided a mode of authentication of public records and office papers; 
these acts are here transcribed.
3. By the Act of May 26, 1790, it is provided, "That the act of the 
legislatures of the several states shall be authenticated by having the seal 
of their respective states affixed thereto: That the records and judicial
proceedings of the courts of any state shall be proved or admitted, in any 
other court within the United States, by the attestation of the clerk, and the 
seal of the court annexed, if there be a seal, together with a
certificate of the judge, chief justice or presiding magistrate, as the case 
may be, that the said attestation is in due form. And the said records and 
judicial proceedings, authenticated as aforesaid, shall have such
faith and credit given to them, in every court within the United States, as 
they have, by law or usage, in the courts of the state from whence the said
records are, or shall be taken."
4. The above act having provided only for one species of record, it was 
necessary to pass the Act of March 27, 1804, to provide for other cases. 
By this act it is enacted, 1. " That, from and after the passage of this act, 
all records and exemplifications of office books, which are or may be kept 
in any public office of any state, not appertaining to a court, shall be 
proved or admitted in any other court or office in any other state, by the 
attestation of the keeper of the said records or books, and the seal of his 
office thereto annexed, if there be a seal, together with a certificate of the 
presiding justice of the court of the county or district, as the case may be, 
in which such office is or may be kept or of the governor, the
secretary of state, the chancellor or the keeper of the great seal of the 

1  DOI-1776-A.D., et al., et seq. means: Declaration of Independence of 1776 A.D. is with the 
Treaty of Paris of 1783 A.D. by the Concession-1213-A.D.- Covenant, et seq. the -:Holy Bible, 
Articles of Confederation 1777 A.D.; The Constitution for the Untied States of America of 1787, 
etc.: the -:Lieber Code of 1863 A.D.
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state, that the said attestation is in due form, and by the proper officer and 
the said certificate, if given by the presiding justice of a court,
shall be further authenticated by the clerk or probationary of the said court,
who shall certify, under his hand and the seal of his office, that the said 
presiding justice is duly commissioned and qualified; or if the said 
certificate be given by the; governor, the secretary of state, the chancellor 
or keeper of the great seal, it shall be under the great seal of the state in 
which the said certificate is made. And the said records
and exemplifications, authenticated as aforesaid, shall have such faith and
credit given to them in every court and office within the United States, as 
they have by law or usage in the courts or offices of the
state from whence the same are or shall be taken."
5. – 2. That all the provisions of this act, and the act to which this is, a 
supplement, shall apply, as well to the public acts, records, office books, 
judicial proceedings, courts, and offices of the respective territories of the 
United States, and countries subject to the jurisdiction of the United 
States, as to the public acts, records, office books, judicial proceedings, 
courts and offices of the several states." 
6. The Act of May 8, 1792, s. 12, provides: That all the records and 
proceedings of the court of appeals, heretofore appointed, previous to the 
adoption of the present constitution, shall be deposited in the office
of the clerk of the supreme court of the United States, who is hereby 
authorized and directed to give copies of all such records and 
proceedings, to any person requiring and paying for the same, in like
manner as copies of the records and other proceedings of the said court 
are by law directed to be given; which copies shall have like faith and 
credit as all other proceedings of the said court."
7. By authentication is also understood whatever act is done either by the 
party or some other person with a view of causing an instrument to be 
known and identified as for example, the acknowledgment of
a deed by the grantor; the attesting a deed by witnesses. 2 Benth. on Ev. 
449 [;] in the nature of the Bouvier, 6th ed. 1856 A.D.

6 Beneficiary :Him- upon-whom is the Trustee-:obligation of the trust for the distinct- 
benefit and every-advantage-made by the Grantor-Executor, and Trustee- 
obligor.

7 British-
Accreditation-
Registry ~B.A.R.~

A -:B.A.R.-club, society   and association- membership   is with-under the 
B.A.R.- association oath of the B.A.R.-association- permission-agreement 
of the B.A.R.-practice of the lawful-statutory-procedure as a foreign-agent 
in the EBA-1933-A.D.- present-day -:GOTUS-Corp.-1933-A.D. to now-
time-March 2022 A.D.

A -:foreign-agent-working in the GOTUS-Corp. -1933-A.D. -now-time- 
2022-A.D. as the government-services-provider ~GSP~ for the provision of
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the GFTUSA-1787-A.D. with the performance in the conformity with the 
DOI-1776-A.D.- derived-authority by the People ~State-Country-man-
Sovereigns~ of the United-States-of-America-1787-A.D. -DOI-1776-A.D., 
et al. -sovereign-authority.

8 B.A.R.- member -
?authority to 
legally-vote for 
you -ward and 
civilly-dead -State-
Citizen-Country- 
man- Sovereign- 
incompetents?

Can a -:B.A.R.- member make a -:  legal-  vote   for you   in your name because
of your- ’ward-status’?

Have :you as an adult-ward legally-given a -:B.A.R.-agent the -:absolute -
Power-of-Attorney ~POA~-to-legally-vote for -:you because your are an 
-:adult-ward-status?

Ward- a -:State-Country-man-sovereign-child, incompetent, or otherwise-
impaired-capacity-status with the inability to administrate the -:DOI-1776-
A.D., et seq., -:EBA-1933-A.D.- Trust-Funds.

9 Beneficiary[:] of 
the Trust

a) The -:State-Countryman-Sovereign- Beneficiary is-born-birthed as the 
‘Settlor’ of the Trust: DOI-1776-A.D., et seq.; 
b) when baby matures then he becomes the Settlor with Grantor-authority 
to decide what to do with the trust~; and, 
c) when the settlor- Grantor-decides to acquire and manage his- CQV-T 
then he is the Grantor-Executor to decide-and-implement the -:CQV-Trust-
disposition and use.

10 CSSCPSG ‘Complete-Sentence-Sense-Correct-Parse-Syntax-Grammar’
The -:systematic- direct-fact-language-written-statements with the 
grammar and syntax of the sure-word-meaning ~parsing~ in the ordered-
logic-use of the CSSCPSG- international-written-language-format 
sentence-standardized-structure by the use of the fact-statements-ordered
so that the every-statement is with the all of the independent-elements-
establishing-jurisdiction in the now-time.

A: legal-entity -EBA-1933-A.D.-time: now-only = commercial-law
B: man-DOI-1776-A.D.-time = all-time pastime, now-time and future-time, 
as :man-time is-seamless within the all-time of the past, present and 
future- man-capacity, pattern, image and likeness by the Almighty-God.
*Punctuation

: Precedes facts, and fact clauses; distinguishes compound-
facts

; Strong-pause; distinguish variations in a series
, Pause, separates facts in a series
- Compounds -grammar into the one-compound-part-of-

speech-reference
~ ~ Tilde, to indicate inclusions for the clarification and intent
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*Par-se :Identification of the true word-meaning and usage in your 
statements and writing.

Ex. Setting: court. Baliff says, “All rise!.” 
Question: Who is the Baliff speaking to?
Ans. Depends on what is the meaning of ‘:all’?
A) In -:EBA-1933-A.D.- courts means: corporations for the 
priest;
B) In a DOI-1776-A.D.- common-law-court means: man for 
the Holy-Bible→DOI-1776-A.D.-law of the Almighty-God.

*Syntax

learned with 
Repetition of  
the ordered 
statement.

The -:structure-sentence-logic-format ~by -:Miller and 
Gould.2~

a) For the cause      ~knowledge~
b) of the consequence  ~effect~
c) is/are   ~action~
d) with the Claim  ~right~
e) of the Contract  ~terms~
f) with the law, rules, codes ...
g) by a/an authority.

*With this language 
structure: 
1) every-statement is 
complete;
2) format is translate-
able -transferable 
across all languages; 
and,
3) Why? i) is the court-
order of; -:King-
business, and ii) ‘a) – 
g)’ are the elements for
the establishment of 
-:lawful-jurisdiction.

11 citizen :EBA-1933-A.D. -United-States-citizen[:] of the GOTUS-Corp.-GSP. 
-:servant and/or utility.   GSP- Government-Services-Provider

Ex. EBA-1933-A.D.- subrogation: DARRELL JAMES HILL -STATE-OF-
OHIO-®-1958-A.D., :legal-fiction-entity, :utility for the ministration of the 
CQV-Trust- benefit unto the civil-Live-Life- State-Country-man-beneficiary 
by the Executor of the Trust.

12 Citizen: DOI-1776-
A.D. -1933 -A.D.

‘We the people’ of the State-Country-man-sovereign-authority
  State-Country-man: DOI-1776-A.D.-sovereign

Ex. an -:Ohioan is a -:DOI-1776-A.D.-sovereign.  :Sovereign is the -:King.

Applied: Ohioan-beneficiary-Citizen is NOT a U.S.-Corp.-citizen NOR can 

2  :Miller, Gould means: Content-creators of the International-Commerce-Written-Language in the now-
time.
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they so be.
Why? 1) Ohioan is the birth-born-King-settlor -:baby-beneficiary of the 
DOI-1776-A.D.; 
2) The -:any-U.S.-Corp.-authority is with the understanding of the oath for 
to service to the State-Country-man-sovereign- people.

13 citizen: EBA-1933-
A.D.

Legal-entity -registered under the provisions of the U.S.-Corp.- 
GSP- :EBA-1933-A.D.- 2003-A.D. -dry-legislature- self-indenture for the 
identification and service to the State-Country-man-sovereign.

Ex. An -:EBA-1933-A.D. -U.S.-Corp.-citizen does not have rights but 
privileges.
      A -:DOI-1776-A.D. -State-Country-man is-born-birthed with the  
Almighty-God-given-sovereign-settlor-rights of the DOI-1776-A.D. and 
authority-over-standing the :DOI-1776-A.D., et seq.

14 Civilian[:] of the 
DOI-1776-A.D. - 
Lieber-Code-1863-
A.D. 

The -:private-man-kind in his USofA-1776-A.D.-country; a :non-combatant,
-:non-belligerent.

See: Lieber-Code-1863-A.D., Law of Nations, Law of War, Hague-
Coventions, Trading with the Enemy-Act ~TWEA-1917-A.D., as amended: 
EBA-1933-A.D, et seq. -Protected-Status of the right: DOI-1776-A.D., et 
seq.

15 claim :Verified-execution of the assertion of the ownership-right: DOI-1776-A.D. 
by the man: DOI-1776-A.D.-rights.

16 Claim: DOI-1776-
A.D.

The -:first claim-made in any matter under the Almighty-God-given-
covenant- rights of the DOI-1776-A.D. which stand as truth until and 
unless appropriately-rebutted.

Ex. :Notary-Public- Jurat of the express Political- Election with the 
recordation into the Public-Record or sent to a public-oath-officer.

17 Common-law- 
DOI-1776-A.D.

:DOI-1776-A.D. -Almighty-God-given-law for the man-kind of the united-
States-of-America-1776-A.D.: Common-, Equity-, and Admiralty- Law

 
Ex. The -:Common-law: DOI-1776-A.D.- Almighty-God-given-unalienable-
rights must be maintained with the Trustee-performance in the conformity 
with the DOI-1776-A.D.-covenant for the State-Country- man -beneficiary 
by the law of the DOI-1776-A.D.

18 Common-law: 
EBA-1933-A.D.

A -:reference to the legal and legalisms that are the trends of the statutory-
color-of-law- system-cases distinguished by the rules, procedures and 
politics that are unlawful-unless-licensed; Not necessarily moral- law.
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Ex. :wanton-Abortion: 
   The -:Common-law: EBA-1933-A.D. does-sanction-wanton-abortion.
   The -:Common-law: DOI-1776-A.D. cannot-sanction-wanton-abortion.

19 Common-law: 
DOI-1776-A.D

Common-law of the [:]DOI-1776-A.D.- Almighty-God-given- moral-law and 
rights for the all-State-Country-man-sovereigns.

Common-law, Equity-law and Admiralty- Law.

20 Concession-1213-
A.D.

The -:date when the King-of-England-Ireland conceded the King-Trustee-
obligation to the Messiah, Peter, Paul, the -:Holy-Church, and then the 
-:Roman-Pope-Trustee for the fidelity-protection of the beneficiary- Ysrael 
and the Holy-Church. 

21 Conspiracy The :plotting of an evil by an unlawful -design by a combination of 
-:persons.

22 Conspiracy-
Theory

:That description that describes the plot and relationships for the meanings
of the rational connecting-together the various-elements and meanings.

Ex. President- John-F.: Kennedy -Waldorf-Astoria-Hotel: NYC: April 27, 
1961-A.D.

[…] we are opposed around the world by a monolithic and ruthless 
conspiracy that relies primarily on covert means for expanding its 
sphere of influence: on infiltration instead of invasion, on subversion
instead of elections, on intimidation instead of free choice, on 
guerrillas by night instead of armies by day.
     It is a system which has conscripted vast human and material 
resources into the building of a tightly knit, highly efficient machine 
that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence, economic, scientific 
and political operations.
     Its preparations are concealed, not published. 
     Its mistakes are buried, not headlined
     Its dissenters are silenced, not praised.
     No expenditure is questioned, no rumor is printed; no secret is 
revealed.
     It conducts the Cold War; in short, with a war-time discipline 
[that] no democracy would ever hope or wish to match.

     Nevertheless, every democracy recognizes the necessary 
restraints of national security. And the question remains whether 
those restraints need to be more strictly observed if we are to 
oppose this kind of attack as well as outright invasion. .. .
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23 Contract-elements 1) :Offer with the full disclosure in the knowledge of the truth
2) :Consideration offer and incentives
3) :Agreement with the knowledge, volition and intention to the obligation 
for the consideration-offered by the law of the contract.

24 Corporeal body: 
man

The -:triune-aspect of the living-man composed of the spirit, soul & 
quantum-body.

25 Corpus-dialectic The :elements in the facts-together which identify the details of the wrong-
doing with the performance in the non-conformity with the obligor-duty of 
the common-law: DOI-1776-A.D. by the law of the DOI-1776-A.D.- 
covenant.

26 Court -:Rules of 
the PE-2016-A.D.: 
Hill-Executors

Rule- Set3, non-BAR matter: Ohioan: DOI-1776-A.D.

Hill-Executors: Beverly-Jean: Romero- Hill -New- Mexican and Darrell-
James: Hill -Ohioan ~Hill-Executors~ in the Procuration: PE-2016-A.D.- 
DOI-1776-A.D., et seq., and :EBA-1933-A.D. -2003-A.D.- Dry-Legislature-
Trust, -:2021-A.D. by the Executor-Procurator -Darrell-James: Hill -Ohioan.
 

27 Court: Judiciary 
Act of the United-
States: 1789 A.D. –
common-law → 
then equity-law

1 Stat. 73: Chap. XX
Sec. 1. Be it enacted…
Sec. 16. ...further enacted, that suits in equity shall not be sustained in 
either of the courts of the United States, in any case where plain, adequate
and complete remedy may be had at law.(b)4

28 Crime A serious-offense against the law: DOI-1776-A.D., et seq.

Ex. 1 Stat. 112 Chap. IX5. – An act for the Punishment of certain Crimes 

3  Rule- Set – no silent presumption
4 … had at law.(b) – the equity jurisdiction of the scours of the Untied States is independent of the local law of 

any State, and is the same in nature and extent as the equity jurisdiction of England from which it is derived. 
Therefore, it is no objection to the jurisdiction, that there is a remedy under the local law [;] in the nature of : 
Gordon v. Hobart, 2 Sumner’s C.C.R. 401.
            If a case Is cognizable at common law, the defendant has a right of trial by jury, and a suit upon it 
cannot be sustained in equity[;] in the nature of Baker v. Biddle, 1 Baldwin’s C.C.R. 405.
            There cannot be concurrent jurisdiction at law and equity, where the right and remedy are the same; 
but equity may proceed in aid of the remedy at law, by incidental and auxiliary relief; if the remedy at law is 
complete. Its jurisdictions is special, limited and defined; not as in England, where it depends on usage [;] 
Ibid.
            The 18th section of the judiciary law is a declaratory act settling the law as to cases of equity 
jurisdiction, in the nature of a proviso, limitation or exception to its exercise.  If the plaintiff have a plain 
adequate and complete remedy at law, the case is not a suit in equity, under the constitution, or the judiciary 
act[;] Ibid.
            Though the rules and principles established in English Chancery at the revolution, are adopted in the 
federal courts, the changes introduced there since, are not followed here; especially in matters of jurisdiction,
as to which the 16th section of the act of 1789 is imperative[;]  Ibid.
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against the United States… , that if a person or persons, owing allegiance 
to the United States of America, shall levy war against them, or shall 
adhere to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort within the United 
States or elsewhere, and shall be thereof convicted, on confession in open
court, or on the testimony of two witnesses to the same overt act of the 
treason whereof be or they shall stand indicted, such person of persons 
shall be adjudged guilty of treason against the United States, and shall 
suffer death.

29 Declaration That which is made known by the open and explicit- complete- verification.

30 Disclaimer This -:document is for the State-Country-man- beneficiary-Sovereign: DOI-
1776-A.D. of the common-law: DOI-1776-A.D. by the right of the :DOI-
1776-A.D.-covenant 

31 Dereliction Abandonment of the duty and obligation of the contract

32 Declaration of 
Independence of 
1776 A.D.
~DOI-1776-A.D. ~

means: DOI-1776-A.D., et al. -:Concession-1213-A.D., et al.- Treaty of 
Paris of 1783 A.D. ~:DOI-1776-A.D.~

33 Duty: DOI-1776-
A.D.

Fiduciary, contract and law-obligation to the Beneficiary: DOI-1776-A.D. is 
with the creation of the rights of the DOI-1776-A.D.- derived-authority for 
the Trustee-performance in the conformity with the DOI-1776-A.D.- 
covenant-obligation, remedy and with the recourse of the matter of the 
wrong-doing with the absolute-procuration in the accordance with the 
beneficiary-Grantor- political-election-Executed by the law of the DOI-
1776-A.D.- covenant. 

34 Emergency 
Banking Act of 
1933 
~EBA-1933-A.D.~

The -:U.S.-Corp.-1933-A.D. -self-indenture to the DOI-1776-A.D. -
sovereign-people ~the -:State-Country-man-birth-born-Settlors: DOI-1776-
A.D.~ with the obligor-U.S.-Corp.-EBA-1933-A.D.-debenture-made upon 
the obligee- birth-born- State-Country-man of the DOI-1776-A.D.- 
covenant, et seq., -:EBA-1933-A.D.-2003-A.D.- dry- legislative- CQV-T for 
the every- soul-journer- State-Country-man-sovereign-born at and upon 
the EBA-1933-A.D.- enaction unto the now-time at this autographing.

35 English :language-use -assimilated by the people of the England-Britain-Ireland- 
kingdom

5 :1 Stat. 112Chap. IX means: 
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36 English: 
CSSCPSG

:Structured -syntax and grammar -in-fact-statement- now-time- 
communication -international-standard for the now-time-commercial-
document-communication, i.e., pattern statement-meanings and controls 
for the concrete-contract- facts in the exactness.

See: CSSCPSG: Correct Sentence Sense Correct Parse Syntax Grammar

37 English: Jargon-
ese(s)

The -:medical-ese, legal-ese, or other-ese with the esoteric-terms, 
meanings and doctrines that the State-Country-man-sovereign-beneficiary 
may-not-comprehend-to-understand the -’:legal’-ese if not specifically- 
trained in the specialty-disciplines.

38 English: Standard :babel- ebonic -grammar and syntax taught in the public-school-systems  
to the State-Country-man- sovereign-children- Settlors of the DOI-1776-
A.D. and EBA-1933-A.D. -covenants.

39 Equitable :Equitable-rights: DOI-1776-A.D. is with the PE-2016-A.D.- DOI-1776-
A.D.- covenant for the oath-taker- trespass and wrong-doings with the -
performance in the non-conformity with the oath-taker-Trustee-fidelity of 
the office of the derived-authority- DOI-1776-A.D. with the law of the PE-
2016-A.D.- DOI-1776-A.D.- covenant by the law of the PE-2016-A.D.-
covenant.

40 Equitable-
recourse

:That agreement in the PE-2016-A.D.- covenant for the procuration as the 
recourse with the law of the PE-2016-A.D.- DOI-1776-A.D.- covenant by 
the law of the PE-2016-A.D.-covenant.

41 et seq. … and so on of the like kind.

42 et al. … and others, to complete the list

43 Evidence of the 
debt: PE-2016-
A.D.

1) Acquiescence of the PE-2016-A.D.- covenant establishes the 
-:obligation to the performance in the non-conformity with the PE-2016-
A.D.- DOI-1776-A.D. covenants is with the violent-taking-trespass- injury -
privation of the rights of the DOI-1776-A.D. in the accordance with the PE-
2016-A.D.- DOI-1776-A.D- covenant-obligations by the law of the PE-
2016-A.D.
 
2) The -:agreed-upon-debt-obligation of the PE-2016-A.D.-covenant is with
the express-agreement for the recourse with the procuration in the non-
controversy-matter by the Hill-Executor(s). 

3) With the now-time-result of the prima-facie- evidence of the no-remedy-
made upon the debt is-now-time with the result of the Hill-Executor-
procuration of the non-controversy-matter with the absolute-procuration-
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duty and authority of the Hill-procurator-performance in the conformity with
the PE-2016-A.D.- covenant by the law of the PE-2016-A.D.-covenant.

44 Executor: DOI-
1776-A.D.

The -:Grantor who executes the decisions-made by the settlor: DOI-1776-
A.D. for the CQV-T -beneficiary.

45 Fiduciary One who holds something of a value in the confidence and trust.

46 Fiduciary-capacity
for the Ohioan and
New-Mexican -PE-
2016-A.D.- 
beneficiary

The -:Executor- duty and authority for the performance in the conformity 
with the trust-covenant with the law of the PE-2016-A.D.- DOI-1776-A.D.- 
covenants by the law of the PE-2016-A.D. -covenant.

Ex. An -:Executor-Procurator of a contract-obligation is with a minister-
absolute-responsible-authority of the contract-obligation with the 
performance in the office with the honor in the conformity with the PE- 
DOI-1776-A.D.- covenants by the law of the contract.

47 Fiduciary-duty for 
the Ohioan and 
New-Mexican -PE-
2016-A.D.- 
beneficiary

The -:Good-behavior for the righteous-keeping of the honor of the loyalty-
Oath-of-office: DOI-1776-A.D., et seq.

48 Government for 
the United-States-
of-America of 
1776 A.D.
~GFTUSA: DOI-
1776-A.D.~

The :DOI-1776-A.D., et al. -CftUSofA-1787-A.D. with the GFTUSA-1787-
A.D. -authority

49 God- Babylonian 
Rule 1: the -:God 
of Shadrach, 
Meshach, and 
Abed-nego

Hananiah ~:Shadrach~ ; Mishael ~Meshach~; Azariah ~Abed-bego~
“Therefore I [-:Nebuchadnezzar] make a decree, That every people, 
nation, and language which speak any thing amiss against the god of 
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, shall be cut in pieces, and their 
houses shall be made a dunghill: because there is no other God that can 
deliver after this sort.” KJV: Daniel, Chap. 3, and v. 29.

50 God- Babylonian 
Rule 2: the God of 
Daniel

Daniel, Belteshazzar
“I [-:king Darius] make a decree, That in every dominion of my kingdom 
men tremble and fear before the God of Daniel: for He is the living God, 
and stedfast for ever, and His kingdom that which shall mot be destroyed,  
and His dominion shall be even unto the end.” KJV: Daniel; Chap. 6, and 
v. 26.

51 Habeus-corpus The -:writ of the law: DOI-1776-A.D. to the Sheriff with the requirement 
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that the property-held in the lawlessness: DOI-1776-A.D.- covenant is-
now-brought-forth before the Hill-procurator for the lawful- storation of the 
property-back to the peculiar-exclusive-absolute-owner-obligees: PE-
2016-A.D. in accordance with the law of the PE-2016-A.D. -DOI-1776-A.D.
-covenants by the law of the PE-2016-A.D.- covenant.

52 In :no-prejudice: 
DOI-1776-A.D.

No -:prejudice is with the making of the no-injury upon the DOI-1776-A.D.-
rights of any-one with the performance in the conformity with the absolute-
advantage to the PE-2016-A.D. -DOI-1776-A.D.-beneficiary by the law of 
the PE-2016-A.D.- covenant.

53 Inference The -:any-doing with a statement- made that would altar or modify-
otherwise the -:any-presumption- made upon that man-designate. 

54 Joinder The -:legal-lawful- effect when two or more individuals are-connected-
together into a union of an obligation to the man: DOI-1776-A.D., et seq.

Ex. A -:verified-claim of a crime: DOI-1776-A.D.-privation is-made upon the
County-Sheriff: DOI-1776-A.D. by a habitant-man of the DOI-1776-A.D.-
unalienable-Almighty-God-given-rights.  Thereupon, the -:obligor-Sheriff is 
enjoined-against the evil under the obligation of the performance in the 
conformity with the DOI-1776-A.D.- covenant.

55 Grantor: DOI-
1776-A.D.

The mature -sound-of-mind, potential-decision-maker- beneficiary- man in 
the capacity and option to choose to administrate his any-right concerning 
disposition and private-use of the DOI-1776-A.D.-covenant-Trust.

56 Law 
understanding the
DOI-1776-A.D.

Man-law: DOI-1776-A.D., et al., by the covenantors- USofA-1776-A.D.-
people and the Almighty-God of -:Abraham, Issac and Jacob.

State-law: AOC-1777-A.D., et al., with the authority of the DOI-1776-A.D., 
et al. by the covenantors- USofA-1776-A.D.-people and the Almighty-God 
of -:Abraham, Issac and Jacob.

Government-law: TheCftUSofA-1787-A.D., et al., with the authority of the 
AOC-1777-A.D. with the authority of the DOI-1776-A.D., et al. by the 
covenantors- USofA-1776-A.D.-people and the Almighty-God of 
-:Abraham, Issac and Jacob.

57 Lawful- right: DOI-
1776-A.D.

No-action is with the law to prevent the obligation of the contract: DOI-
1776-A.D.

58 Legal- right :Any -right, privilege or law-granted that is not in the violation of the DOI-
1776-A.D.- covenant.
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59 Lieber Code of 
1863 A.D.
~LieberCode-
1863-A.D.~

:The -’:General-Order-100 of 1863’ -adopted for the establishing the 
-:default-military-rule of the GFTUSA-1787-A.D.- obligation to assure and 
ensure that the GFTUSA-1787-A.D.- DOI-1776-A.D. -performance in the 
conformity with the covenants by the law of the military-rule.

60 Live-Life The -:Periodic-public-recordation-Notice with the report and obligation of 
the State-Country-man-sovereign:DOI-1776-A.D. to make the appropriate-
notice of the Live-Life-State -Political-Election- Status with recordation of 
the same-disposed to the public-record of the county of birth or/and county
near the habitation of the soul-journer by the soul-journer-settlor-grantor-
Executor -State-Country-man- sovereign or his-agent.

61 Man The -:spirit- specie-type made in the image of the Almighty-God ~See: 
KJV- Ezekiel, Chap. 1, v. 5- 14~ and inhabiting the quantum-bio-spirituo-
suit-design known as the man-mammal-kind.

62 Misprision Concealment of a crime

Ex. Misprision of Treason means: concealment of treason.

63 Mitigation :All -active-efforts-made against the trespass-injury with the efforts-made 
for the performance-correction to the conformity with the covenant-
obligation with the resolve and remedy-benefit against the harm and 
damage by the law of the covenant: DOI-1776-A.D.

64 notice: An -:Express-report-made of the any-matter with the performance in the 
conformity with the covenant-obligation by the law of the covenant.

65 notice: i- man- 
Ohioan am

:i -man -Ohioan- civilian- beneficiary- Executor- Procurator: PE-2016-A.D. 
-DOI-1776-A.D., et al. -:Concession-1213-A.D., -:2021-A.D., and et seq. 
-:EBA-1933-A.D., for the sole and kinsman-redeemer, am the -:Almighty-
God- Ambassador-Trustee: Concession-1213-A.D., -2020-A.D. by the 
Almighty-God-given-rights of the DOI-1776-A.D., et al.

66 OOC ~out-of-
court~ 
Administration

The -:completion of the obligor-recourse in the accordance with the law of 
the PE-2016-A.D- DOI-1776-A.D.- covenant by the law of the PE-2016-
A.D.- procuration.

67 Oath Solemn-verification-pledge to the fidelity in the covenant with the obligation
for the performance in the conformity with the law of the covenant by the 
law of the covenant.

:that- Verification of the fidelity of the covenant-obligation by the oath-taker.
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68 Oath- takers Man- who-swear to the maintenance of their integrity upon their honor to 
the protection, uphold and defense of the covenant-office- oath and 
obligation under the acceptation of the penalty with the law of the perjury, 
dereliction or treason by the law of the DOI-1776-A.D., et a., et seq. 

69 Obligation That to which an oath-taker swears to uphold and do in the obligation of 
performance in the conformity with the covenant

70 Owner :Him who within the regard to a possession is with the authority of the 
peculiar-absolute-exclusive -right: DOI-1776-A.D. unto the remedy and the
recourse of the any-possession.

Ex. The -:People of the DOI-1776-A.D. are the owners of the DOI-1776-
A.D., et seq., -:Articles of Confederation of 1777 A.D. ~AOC-1777-A.D., et 
seq.~, and TheCftUSofA-1787-A.D., et seq.: GFTUSA-1787-A.D. and 
GOTUSA-1863-A.D. .

71 Performance -
:failure-of-good-
behavior.

The -:Willful-Failing with-in the intention of the performance in the non-
conformity with the covenant by the wrong-doer. Ex.: Dereliction, Treason. 
Misprision-of-Treason.

72 Political-Election 
~P.E.~

The -:Chose made, or not-made, by the Grantor-Executor in the 
determination and express-notice of his election of his State-Country-man-
sovereign- status.

Political- :that-pertaining to the administration of the government

election- :that-choice. 

Ex. Chose to function as a ward of the state, i.e. baby, child, or other-wise-
incompetent, or to function as a Grantor-sovereign-Executor of the CQV-
Trust of the State-Country-man- DOI-1776-A.D.- sovereigns.

73 ‘PE-2016-A.D.’ Reference of the Hill-Executor- Grant or -Execution of the political-election 
of 2016-A.D.

74 People: DOI-1776-
A.D.

Man-kind- State-Countryman-Sovereigns overstanding the DOI-1776-A.D.,
et seq.- government

75 Piracy :Robbery under the principles of the Maritime-Admiralty-Law, -at sea or in -
land. 

76 Plane: DOI-1776-
A.D.

The -:one-same-level -field of the rights: DOI-1776-A.D. upon the all- man-
kind: DOI-1776-A.D.
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77 Possession :that -thing-held, :tangible and/or intangible without the regard to the owner

Ex. The -:DOI-1776-A.D. is a -:possession of the covenant with the people 
and Almighty-God -covenantors by the law of the DOI-1776-A.D.-
covenant.

78 Presumption The -:fore-assumptions-set under the operating-obligation by an 
agreement.

Ex. the -:EBA-1933-A.D.- ‘new- deal’ was an agreement with the a) :legal-
commercial-law- presumption, 
b) :fiat-currency, -:not-gold-based, and 
c) :statutory- color-of-law, :crime is a commercial-crime, etc., core-features

79 Prima facie :Verification-claim ~declaration~ which without a rebuttal-stands as the 
truth.

Ex. a -:verified- claim of the DOI-1776-A.D. -performance-failure is with the
lawful-claim of the/a violation of the trust-obligation wit the claim-deemed 
as an accurate-account for the rebut.  

80 Procuration: Hill- 
PE-2016-A.D.- 
covenant.

The -:absolute- power-of-attorney ~POA~ in the procurator- acting-officer 
is with the absolute-authority for the recourse with the sole-goal of the 
beneficiary-recovery in the accordance with the performance in the 
conformity with the law of the covenant by the law of the Hill-Executors- 
PE-2016-A.D.- covenant.

The -:procurator-performance in the conformity with the PE-2016-A.D.- 
covenant is with the peculiar-absolute -exclusive -authority overstanding 
the man-officer-obligor unto the ensurance and assurance of the absolute-
advantage-made upon the beneficiary in the accordance with the law of 
the PE-2016-A.D.- DOI-1776-A.D. -covenant by the law of the PE-2016-
A.D.-covenant.

81 Procurator :Executor-Minister with the law-duty of the PE-2016-A.D.-DOI-1776-A.D.- 
covenant. Procuration-performance is for the absolute-assurance and 
ensurance of the recourse-benefit upon the Beneficiary in the accordance 
with the PE-2016-A.D.- DOI-1776-A.D.- law by the law of the PE-2016-
A.D.-covenant.

82 Public-Record: 
authentication.

1 Stat. 122; Chap. XI. – An Act to prescribe the mode in which the public 
Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings in each State, shall be 
authenticated so as to take effect in every other State.: March 26, 
1789 A.D.
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1 Stat. Vol. II 298; Chap. LVI. – An Act 
supplementatry to the act …: An Act to prescribe the mode in which the 
public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings in each State, shall be
authenticated so as to take effect in every other State.: March 27, 
1804 A.D.

83 Racketeering Unlawful: DOI-1776-A.D. -corroborated -organized-crime.

84 Rescission A -:statement-made with the denial-thenafter of any otherwise- previous-
presumed-authority or permission.

85 Rights: Ohioan Rights: PE-2016-A.D. -DOI-1776-A.D., et al., -:Concession-1213-A.D.

86 Remedy The or a -:way to get out from under or away-from an injury-situation.

87 Recourse The -:Way to recover the -:loss from the trespass- damages with the law of
the PE-2016-A.D.-covenant -:Hill-Executor-procuration by the law of the 
PE-2016-A.D.- covenant.

88 Settlor: DOI-1776-
A.D.

The -:status of the birth-born-baby onto the State-County-man-Sovereign- 
status: DOI-1776-A.D.- covenant.

Every-beneficiary-birthed unto the covenant is upon the maturity with the 
responsibility for the chose-to-grant for the self-administration of the DOI-
1776-A.D.- et seq -EBA-1933-A.D.- trusts -benefits, or to dispose 
that :obligation upon an other man.

89 Sovereign: DOI-
1776-A.D.

The State-Country-man-Sovereigns:
    Ohioan: DOI-1776-A.D., et al.;  
    New-Mexican: DOI-1776-A.D., et al.;
    Arizonan: DOI-1776-A.D., et al. , etc.

90 State-Country-
man: DOI-1776-
A.D.

The ‘-:We-the-People’, ~:united-Sates-of-America, United-States-of-
America-1776-A.D. of the DOI-1776-A.D., et al. -Treaty of Peace of 1783 
~TOP-1783-A.D.~ :Concession-1213-A.D., are the Sovereigns: DOI-1776-
A.D.

91 Stipulations: Hill-
Executors: 
Ohioan, New-
Mexican

Walk down through presence, parties, obligation, PE-2016-A.D., 
account-render-request
Canon-claim/ Concession-1213-A.D. 

92 Stipulations: 1) No further surety.
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procurator
2) war: cease and desist all upon any dual-area of State-jurisdiction within 
the GOTUS-1933, -2003- overlay-system amongst the State-Country-man 
habitations

3) Agree: All B.A.R.- agents working in the GOTUS-1863-A.D. -GFTUSA-
1776-A.D. are now-terminated from service to the State-County-man
    No B.A.R.- agents must be working in the offices under the GFTUSA-
1776-A.D.- service.

4) Agree: Habeus-Corpus for the all-gold-property brought back to the 
GFTUSA-1776, et seq. -now.

5) Agree: Account- rendering for the Ohioan and New-Mexican- :Hill-
Executors: EBA-1933-A.D.

6) Agree: Verification-systems for the Loyalty-oaths of the Office

7) Agree: Special- liaison for the expedite of the EBA-1933-A.D.- 
debenture- account-rendering to the penny, settle and  closure

93 Taking: unlawful The -:performance in the non-conformity with the covenant-obligation with 
the trespass and harm upon an other-man in accordance the law of 
the :DOI-1776-A.D. by the law of the DOI-1776-A.D.- covenant.
 

94 Treason The -:Criminal -wrong-doing with the betraying, treachery, or breach of 
allegiance[;] in the nature of 4 Bl. Com. 75.

95 Treasury-
Department-1789-
A.D.

1 Stat. 65, -:Sept. 09, 1789 A.D.
Head: Secretary of the Treasury ~SOT~, :Sec. 2
Comptroller, :Sec. 3
Treasurer: Treasurer, :Sec. 4
Auditor, , :Sec. 5
Register: Register, :Sec. 6
Asst to the SOT: Asst to the SOT, :Sec. 7

96 Trespass That which is a wrong-doing -causing a -:harm upon the DOI-1776-A.D.- 
rights: life, liberty and property, tangible and/or in-tangible in the 
accordance with the law of the DOI-1776-A.D. by the law of the DOI-1776-
A.D.

97 Trust The -:establishment of the/an obligation with the Who, why, what, where, 
when, who-by and who-to of the trust-covenant by the law of the covenant.

98 Trustee The -:man- oath-taker of the office for the good-behavior- duty-
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performance with the assurance and ensurance of the absolute-
benefit-made upon the beneficiary with the performance in the 
conformity of the covenant by the law of the covenant.

99 Unalienable: DOI-
1776-A.D.

un- not
a- away-take
lien- claim
able- state of the condition

State-Country-man-Almighty-God-given-Rights of the DOI-1776-A.D. -
covenant of the life,liberty and property are NOT transferable or eliminate-
able.

100 Verification The -:man-confirmation under the oath of the :verity in the oath on a 
matter: DOI-1776-A.D. with the performance in the conformity with the law 
of the DOI-1776-A.D. by the law of the DOI-1776-A.D., et seq.

verity means: the -:quality or state of -:being-real or true

101 Wrong-doing: 
EBA-1933-A.D. 
dry-legislature-
Trust -2003-A.D.- 
ended.

The -:any-performance in the non-conformity with the DOI-1776-A.D.- 
covenant-obligations by the law of the DOI-1776-A.D.

Ex. The -:Bad-behavior of the failure of the Trustee-Dereliction, requiring 
the beneficiary-Executor-steps for the remedy and recourse; of:
1) Demand the -:account-rendering for the 1613-A.D. - now-time.;
2) Claim the -:all-property by the DOI-1776-A.D.- right;
3) Demand the settlement-discharge of the public-side-CQV-Trust -debt-
ledger; then,
4) Order for the Merger of the settled-debt-account with the asset-ledger- 
account into the One-holding-account under your name; ~effectively 
closing the EBA-1933-A.D.- CQV-T~; Then,

5) What do you, can you do for the storage and mobilization of the 
Trust-proceeds for your private-use by the law of the DOI-1776-A.D.? 
Ans. ________________.

102 Yes[.], :i- man- Darrell-James: Hill- Ohioan am a civil-Live-Life.
:i- man- Ohioan- Executor am with the civilly- alive status: PE-2016-A.D.

103 Yes[.],  :i- man am a :son-of-God: DOI-1776-A.D.
 :i- man -Ohioan am a -:son-of-God- disciple of the Messiah- Almighty-God, -:covenantor: DOI-
1776-A.D.
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104 Yes[.], :i- man am a -:Kinsman-redeemer with an absolute-claim: DOI-1776-A.D.
:i- man- -Ohioan- Executor as the kinsman-redeemer-claim all of the any-property of the EBA-
1933-A.D. of the Ohioan, Jacob/-Ysrael and the Holy-Church- State-Country-man.

105 Yes[.], :i- man am the Almighty-God- Ambassador-Trustee: Concession-1213-A.D.
:i- man- Ohioan-Executor-DOI-1776-A.D. am with the appointment: Almighty-God-Ambassador-
Trustee: Concession-1213-A.D. with the law of the Holy-Bible, et al., by the will of the Almighty-
God, -Yushuah the Messiah, -:Head of the Holy-Church.
 

106 Yes[.], The :Britannic-Crown/ Concession-1213-A.D. is an agent of the Trustee: 
Concession-1213-A.D.
The -:Britannic-Crown- amalgam works in and as the agent under the Concession-1213-A.D.

107 Yes[.], :i- man am the Hill-Executors- Executive-procurator of the PE-2016-A.D.
Procurator is with the absolute-authority in the accordance with the law of the PE-2016-A.D.- 
DOI-1776-A.D.- covenant by the law of the PE-2016-A.D.- covenant.

108 Yes[.], :i- man- Darrell-James: Hill- Ohioan have-claim and ownerism of the all of the bio-
spiritual-physical -property of :i- man-birth-Ohioan: DOI-1776-A.D., et al.
:i- man- Ohioan- Executor claim all of the any-property of the Almighty-God- origin, arrival and 
habitation on this planet by the law of the :DOI-1776-A.D. 

Demand: Separate-possession of the any and all property- pertaining to the Ohioan-:i- man is 
with the must-now-returned to the :i- man- now-status by the any-holder with the law of the PE-
2016-A.D. -DOI-1776-A.D. by the law of the PE-2016-A.D. – Procurator.

109 Yes[.], :i- man- Darrell-James: Hill- Ohioan am the -:Executor-Procurator of the EBA-1933-
A.D.- CQV-Trust-property, sole and the kinsman-redeemer for the Ohioans, Yacob-/Ysrael 
and Holy-Church with the law of the PE-2016-A.D.- DOI-1776-A.D. by the law of the PE-
2016-A.D. 
:i- man -Ohioan-civilian- beneficiary- Executor- Procurator: EBA-1933-A.D.- dry-legislature-self-
indenture is with the Authentic-Trust-debenture-certificate for the Settlor-Grantor-Executor 
-:Darrell-James: Hill- Ohioan-©-1958-A.D.- CQV with the idem-sonans- legal-fiction- 
subrogation- entitled: DARRELL JAMES HILL -STATE-OF-OHIO-®-1958-A.D., et al. -derivative-
names-CQV-T-vessels with the same-rendered to the Trustee with the demand for the account, 
settle and closure of the EBA-1933-A.D.- CQV-T-accounts of the :i- man, sole and kinsman-
redeemer, with the law of the EBA-1933-A.D. by the law of the PE-2016-A.D.- EBA-1933-A.D.

110 Yes[.], :i- man have claim and declare-ownerism of the all of the property: Darrell-James: 
Hill- Ohioan -:DOI-1776-A.D. with the peculiar-exclusive-absolute-claim :PE-2016-A.D.- 
DOI-1776-A.D. by the law of the PE-2016-A.D.- covenant.
:i- man- Ohioan- Executor-sole and kinsman-redeemer claim the -:all of the property of the DOI-
1776-A.D. of the :i- man -Darrell-James: Hill- Ohioan-civilian-beneficiary- sole, and kinsman-
redeemer for the Ohioans, Yacob/Ysrael and Holy-Church with the law of the DOI-1776-A.D. by 
the law of the PE-2016-A.D.- DOI-1776-A.D.-covenant.
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111 Yes[.], :i- man have-claim and declare-ownerism all of the property: Darrell-James: Hill- 
Ohioan -:DOI-1776-A.D. with the peculiar-exclusive-absolute-claim with the covenant: PE-
2016-A.D.- DOI-1776-A.D., -:EBA-1933-A.D. 
:i- man- Ohioan- Executor- sole and kinsman-redeemer have claim the -:all of the any-property 
of the EBA-1933-A.D. of the :i- man -Darrell-James: Hill- Ohioan-civilian-beneficiary- sole, and 
kinsman-redeemer for the Ohioans, Yacob/Ysrael and Holy-Church with the law of the PE-2016-
A.D. -DOI-1776-A.D.- EBA-1933-A.D.-covenant by the law of the PE-2016-A.D.-covenant.

112 Yes[.], :i- man- Darrell-James: Hill- Ohioan am the Executive-Procurator: EBA-1933-A.D. 
as the POTUSA-1863-A.D, acting-officer POTUSA-1863-A.D., -2021-A.D.
:  POTUSA-1863-Acting-officer  , -:2021-A.D., and :GOTUSA-1863-A.D.-acting-officer, -:2021-
A.D., :Not-bankrupt as of -:2003 A.D.

 
:i- man verify that: the -:above is :true and correct to my ability, and will-state the-:same in the open-
court.

With -:no-Prejudice: DOI-1776-A.D.,

         March 22, 2022: ______________________________
  :Darrell-James: Hill -Ohioan-beneficiary, -:Executor-Procurator: 

PE-2016-A.D.- DOI-1776-A.D., et al.- Concession-1213-
A.D., et seq. -:EBA-1933-A.D., -:2021-A.D., :sole and
kinsman-Redeemer: Ohioans, Yacob-/Ysrael and Holy-
Church; 

:Almighty-God- Ambassador-Trustee: Concession-1213-A.D., 
-:2020 A.D.

:Jurat

Verified and autographed before me this day March ___, 2022 A.D..
Type of Identification: Arizona-Driver-License

______________________________
:Notary-Public Seal
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